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Life can be an aging process. Each of us will go through it inside our own way.. His acronym
GRACE describes the secrets he has learned from his patients to lead a happy, healthier and
extended life."You're Old" uses real patient experiences to explore what goes on as we age-
physically, mentally, and socially. The encounters explored in this book include the"very good
news and the poor" as the unavoidable ravages old intrude into the lives of Dr Bernstein's
patients."You're Old" is written for all of us who aspire to AGE GRACEFULLY™ How we lead our
lives whenever we are old, especially as we close to the end, will probably be worth pondering. It
is created for the physicians, nurses and other providers who care for seniors. Each chapter
concludes with Notes on Living Longer, a resource section providing topic-specific info on
agencies, websites, and other professional sources that can help the reader better understand
and plan the prize of surviving youth and middle-age: becoming old. In this manner, "I've Got
Some Good News plus some Bad News: You're Aged" serves as helpful information for all of us
as we age, offering topics for contemplation and debate with friends, family members and
colleagues.
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Now We see that he is board certified in Geriatrics and has this book in aging - which is terrific as
I actually am drifting into my mid 6 As a patient of Dr. Bernstein's, I knew he previously a
number of older patients. Today I see that he's board accredited in Geriatrics and offers this
publication on aging - which is terrific as I am drifting into my mid 60's and am really going to
need his help!As little chronic health issues creep into my entire life, I understand I am often less
than accepting and graceful. Using the same lifestyle and thought processes from 30 years back
in a demanding stressful career, in conjunction with an compulsive tennis/workout obsession
might not be the healthiest path to continue into old age. I have already been recommending
this reserve for seniors and non-seniors as well. Dr. Bernstein's insights get this to reserve great
reading and a treasure of useful information.Harry K Enjoy Getting Older ? YES ! Fabulous and
real life reporting from a doctor in the know. His perspective has provided me courage to handle
the inevitable, Nevertheless with pleasure and laughter ! The tales which are accurate to our lives
reminded me of my mother and father but more interestingly brought to light my own existence
and how it really is ever changing as I grow into the later years. It's great reporting about the
adjustments that happen as we get older. Bernstein is directly on with his viewpoints and his
suggestions. Dr. I acquired hoped to probably discover products that may help 90-year-olds in
particular with their requirements but there just may not be anything like that out there.
Bernstein's reserve... An excellent gift for an older relative or friend I bought a copy of this book
for my mom, who lives in an independent living facility. Great book! This is an excellent book for
anyone who plans to grow old! Bernstein certainly impresses the reader with his empathy with
his sufferers and his stories are delightful. His stories are not only down to earth and
entertaining but consistently hit the tag ! I've found copies for family and friends. Growing old
can be challenging but Dr. Dr. Bernstein enables you to smile a whole lot. It's a nice read. Can't
compare it with others of its kind because I haven't read any others. I really like this book I love
this book. David weaves useful information into tales of coping with patients. Whether he's
dealing with when an maturing parent needs to end traveling or sex he helps to keep the mental
conversation going. It's reassuring about the ways his individuals are able to adjust to them both
with his help and on their own, too. This reserve is really worth the read. Qualities in an excellent
Doctor This book was recommended to me, so I ordered it from Amazon." Great reserve! -- this
quick and engaging browse is really worth your time. I recommend this publication because this
doctor seems to really care about his sufferers and their standard of living.If you are looking for
a good doctor, this publication offers a good example of qualities you should look for.better yet,
another we are able to embrace with gratitude and exuberance ! The composing is
straightforward and basic -- well-suited to its market. This book made a great gift. We're all
growing older -- let's give it some thought If you're old or know someone who is -- that addresses
just about everybody, doesn't it? Five Stars My husband devoured this reserve and felt it was very
well written. A mind opener I read Doctor B's publication and found it insightful and practical.
Who doesn't want to take pleasure from a long and healthy lifestyle? Looking towards reading his
next publication, "The Power of Five. I wasn't sure what to expect because this isn't the kind of
book I usually read, but I found it informative and entertaining. Dr. Dr. Bernstein shares his
experiences as a geriatric physician in this guide to aging gracefully. He tackles many delicate
issues that are often hard for family to address with their aging family members. I plan to share
it with my parents! The constructive ideas in the book are of help, and my mom is enjoying her
part as the keeper of the waiting list at her facility for her copy of the publication. The stories are
focused on the patients and their lives and medical problems, nonetheless it is not filled with a
lot of technical jarjon. Thoughtful map later on of aging Interesting and thought provoking go



through, including excellent resource information. Bernstein doesn't just offer you principles on
how to age effectively, he gives you plenty of stories and illustrations from his medical practice.
Dr. I especially appreciated the notes on living much longer. Great book! Important subject! And
yes it opened my look at of "Aging Gracefully " thank you Dr Bernstein What a great read! About
"I've Got Some Good News plus some Bad News, You're Old: etc. Really enjoyed and valued the
various scenarios and overall good examples.! They all love it and continue to thank me for the
suggestion. educational, fun, and enlightening..The little stories from some of his patients hit a
little close to real estate. 60% of my sufferers are "seniors". informative What a great browse!
Their stories act like the tales/tales shared in Dr. David Bernstein has made it palatable and
something we are in need of not dread. 5 Superstar rating completely!
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